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I. Algel’aic equatitms, whose roots lie in a unit c&de.

1. In this paper $ mears the conjugate complex of a.

’,,, -,o +o,, +... + o,,,", f, ,’( ) o-:+

ag) 0 ..0, O,
a._, a., ..., O,

ao, O, ..., O,
al, ao, ..., O, 0, {/, ... a_v+O_

O, O, ..., a.,

(=1, 2,..., n).
()

We denote the determinant of a matrix A by A[ and its u-th sex,tion by

Ar, which is a matrix formed with elements of A lying in the first rows and
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first v columns. Then as Schur1) proved,

=IB"]A, BA] =I B’B--A=](-B--A--A)I so that ;=1 )I. ( 4 )

Then the following theorems hold-

Theo’em 1 (L Schu’).’) The cessa’y and sulcient condition, that all

is positive dvflni, or i0, >0,...,0.
As Cohn proved,3) ,,--R(f, f*), where R(.f, f*) is the resultant of f(.) and

j’*(z), so that )(x) is of rank n, when and only when f(x) and f’(x) have no

common factor.

Theorvm 2 (Cohn). If f(x), f*{x} hav no common faco’, then

is of ’ank n and when ’vduced to the normal .form:
’’,

We will give a simple proot of Theorem 2.

2. Ja’oof of Thear 2.

We assume that f(x) and f*(x) have no common factor, so that f(x)
has no root on ]1--1 and (x) is of ran n. Let f()----0 have vr roots in

Ix [<1 and roots in ]z]>l, then f*(x)--0 has roots in xl<l and

roots in ]z[> 1.

We assume that a0=0, a,,0, aoq-,,:v0 and ](z) q-f*(.) :0 has no

double roots. Let f(x)+J*(x)=0 have p roots (e) in [I<: 1 and roots

/ t )(/,) on Ixl =I, then it has T roots -- is lxl > I, so that 2p+/=t. Since

f*()-f(x), f*(x)-l-f() have no common factor, we have in the neighbour-

hood of z,

." =n) C5)C+Co + c. (p+/

where e, {< 1, /, 1.

In the both sides of (5), we put in place of and take the con]tgate

1) ]. Schur" Uber Pomnzeihen, die im Innern des Einheitskreises beschr/nkt sind.
Cro]le, 147 (1917).

2) I. Schu[ Uber Potenzreihen, die im Innern des Einheitskreises beschr//nkt sind
(Fotaezung). Crelle 148 (1918).

3) A. Cohn" Uber di Anzahl de Wurzeln einer algebraischea Gleichung in einem
Kreise. Math. Zeits. 14 (1922).
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complex of the quantities involved, then the left hand side changes its sign. From
this, we conclude that c, -.-----, ----r, so that c is purely imag.nary and

am real. Hence
P q

V- (c=). (n=o, 1, 2, .) ( 6 )c,.=(’-;"+;D + ,

We consider a Hermiian form:

0

Then, as Schur) proved, we have easily

(B’+AOtt(B+A)--2(B’B--AtA)--2, ( 8 )
since IB +A]--(ao/)*0, two Hermitian forms //() and (x) are

eqaivent, so that H() is of rank n.

Now
p q

kl

where H,(z) s a Hermitian form formod with (r,6- / ,,) and H(x) is tha

with - --,(.,), (=o, , ,. -).

tL,(xo, , O, ..., O) an indefi form ds
ofr 2, H,(z) can ruc the nor form:

Sce H()= 0+ + +x,,_- , we denote the nbers of

sitive and ntive ’ by a, B tely, en H(z) c uc the

nom from:

CQ=I , fl+l y fl+... +1 y+ -I , -I I-...-+
(p++=). (lO)

We wi provetp+a=, p+=v.

f(9)+()=0. Then om (x)+a(x))dx+(x)da=0 and (5), we have

-(,.)a Y(,,)-(,,) da=.da.
,0

dx=da at x=,. a= 1. (11)
2

4) I. Schur" l.c. (1).
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Hence f(.v)-t-lf*(x)--O has a root in Izl<l in a neighbourhood of

/, if >O, 1 $< l< 1, or ’< O, 1<l<21 + $, when is small. Since

.f(x) +f*(x)=O has p roots in lz I< 1, we conclude that

/(x) +lf*(.v)----O has p+a roots in x 1<1, if 1--<l<l and

P+B roots in zl<l, if I<I<1+3, (12)
o th otne ha,d, sinf() h= oots i II < 1 and f*(.v) has u roots in

Iz] < I and ]f(.v)]=]f*() on ].v I--1, we have by Roueh$’s theorem,
$()+f*()=0 h oo i I<1, o<<1 d

roots in !<1, ft. I<.
From (12), (13), we have 2)+a--,r, -l-B----u, so that from (I0),

//() y, I’ +I y I"+... +I y. I-I , I"-I =. !" ...-I
(+=n). ()

Since /]’(x) is of rm,k n. n linear forms y,, y,.../, z,, z.,..., zr of ,
x,,...,._, are linearly independent.

Since as remarked above, H(.v) ancl @(x) are equivalent, @(c) cm be re-

dfaced to the normal form of the form (14). Hence Cohn’s theorem is proved

under the assumption, that ao0, a.= 0, ao-F,,=0 and f(.v) -bj(.)--0 has

no double roots. But as Cohn remarked this restriction can be removed as

follows. e ohange he coefficients of f(x) slightly, so that this condition is

satisfied. Let @’(z) be the corresponding I:[ermitian form, then @’(x) can be

reduced to he normal form of the form (14). Since I@ 0, we see

that the numbers r and u remain unchanged, when the variations of coefficients

are suIcie.ntly small, so that @(x)can be redu,d to the normal form of the

form (I), which proves Theorem 2.

3.

If f(x) m’If*(.v) have the greatest common factor 9(.v) of degree t(>0),
hen @() becomes of rank n--.. We assume, for brevity, that g(x)=0 has

no double r<)ts. Let g(x)--0 have p roots (e) in Ix] < I and q roots (,/) on

1 + I I c. t),
g(.v) --e, i .v--,/ .v,.+, (2p +q=

--. __..:__

la q

! I= 1. We form a Hermitian form:

H()-c_,,, (c_=) ()
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p q

and as before we decompose H(z) into the form- H(z)=IH,,(z)+
where H(c) is a Hermitian form formed with (-I-") ad//() is that

with ()(u--0, 1, 2,..., m--l). Then as before, we see easily that

can be reduced to the normal form:

I -I 1’--.
where p is the number of roots of 9(z)--0 in Ix I<1 and /is that on l----
]f 9(z)-----0 has multiple roots, then p and /are the numbers d distinct root,
multiple roots being counted once. From (16), we have:

The necessary and suc.ie condition, that all roos of g()--0 1/ on

]----1 is that H(z) is posltiv definite.

Let

II. Algebraic equations, whos roots lie in d half-plane.

f(x.)--ao+a,x’’- +... +a,, g(x)--bx"- +b"-" +...
(ao. O, b.. O)

0 ao a.,_

0 O...ao... a

O, O, ..., b, ..., b,

where a,=O, b,=0, if u>n. Then as well known,’)

R,--R(f, g)=(-1) d"-’"-’,

(17)

vhere R(f, g) is the resultant of f and g. Hence iff()and g(x)have no

common factor, then Co"-1) 0. Let

1(:)=ao.+a,:"-’ +_.. +a,,, y(:) ox’* +,:"-’ + +.,
(o=ao>0). (19)

5) l.---I$" --- 462 ], Netto, Crelle 116 (1896), Netto, Algebra
I. p. 86.
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We assume that f(x) and f(x) have no common factor. Then f(.x)=O
has no real roots. Let f(x)--0 has r roots in x<0 and v roots in x>0.
Then f(z)=0 has v roots in x<0 and r roots in z>0.. We as- sume

that f(x)+f(z)=O has no double roots. Let f(z)+f(.z)--O h%ve p roots

(e) in z>0 and q roots (/) on the real axis, then it hasp roots ()in

z<0. Since f(z) +f(x), f(x) -f(x) have no common factor, we have
P q

=n), (20),,+, (2p+q

where e>0 and 7 are real.

If we take the conjugate complex of the quantities involeved in (20), then

the left hand side is unchanged. From this, we .conclude that -=:, __-o

that r arereal. Hence

I, ,r ,r (21)
kl

that c are real. We form a rl quratic form:
--1

Let fore, ()=XH()+XH(), where H() a qdmtic form
kl kl

ogh ( +e) and () hah

Since

tt,(.:r,, xl 0...0) an defi for Sce e n, H(z) of

ra 2, H(x) ruced the norl form:

Since H(x)=(xo+x,.+ +x_-t), ff we deno the nmm of

itive and ntive ’ by a, B rtive, then () rced the

nor form:
__

We prove that p Ta: p+ .
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Let x--x() be the root of f(x)/ 2f(x)---O, so that

f(,) +f(],)--0. Then from (20), we have as before, at x--/,, l-- 1,

dx--
fr()/() d

2(ft(/)_t.]r()) d -d, or

dx----d at x--y, 1--1. (24)
2

Hence f(x)/ f(x)----O has a root in x0 in a neighbourhood of /,, if

’>0, l<l<l/,or r<0, 1--<21<1, when is small. Sincef(x)/f(x)--O
has p roots in x,’0, we conehxde that

f(x)+f(x)--O has p+a roots in x>O, if l<l<l+ and

p+ roots in x0. if 1--<:l<l. (25)

On the other hand, since fCx) and fCx)
C-i) C-)

are regular in x_O, x-- o

being included and f() on the real axis, if we map x0

on lz I<21 conformally and apply Rouch’s theorem on
(-i)

----0, then we see that

f(x)Tf(x)=O has r roots in x>0, if 1<l and

roots in x>0, if 0<l<l. (26)

From (25), (26), we have p+a--’, pTB=, so that from (23),
(x) y+y]+... +y z--z z’," (r+=n). (27)

Since (x) is of rank n, n linear forms, yl, ..., y, zl, ..., z are linearly

independent.

We assumed that f(x)+f(x)--0.has no double roots. If this condition is

not satisfied, then we change the coefficients of f(x) slightly and conclude as

before that (x) can be reduced the normal form of the form (27).
Hence we have"

Theorem 3. Let f(x)--aox"+ax
(a0>0, a--a,. + ibm). lre assu.me that f(x) and f(x) have no common fact-
o’. Let

(1 e,/,,..
a----’0 0

Then, (x) is of rank n and when ’educed to the normal form
(x)--=/y/... /y----d.--... --z, (r/--n),

r is tle numbe" of roots of f(x)----O in x<0 and is that in x
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Since by (18),

we have"

O, O, ...,),...,a

O, o,...B,...,B

=( I)T- ap-’C’o-’)

Theorem 4. The necessa’y and sulcient condition, that all q’oots of
=0 lie in x<O /s that (x) is positive definite, or (.--1) Rk>O,
(=, ,..., ).

From Theorem 3, we hae

Theorem 5. Let f(x)--aox" +alx"-1 + +a., (aoO, a.----a. +
IVe assume that f(--ix) and ](--ix) have no common factor: Let

$,().= J’.(. -)
(_i)

F(z)-F(z) ,,z,,_, +,e"-’--,z:"--B,z"-’ +a"-’+
i(F(z) + F(x))

,,+,, (z)=
----0 0

=++-..+---...-:, +=0,
r the ue" of oo off=0 <0 ad that z>0.

From Threm 5, wo vee foEowi exion og Hurxvi’s threm
who amed that all a are 1.

eore 6. ecega,cdt, that all ’oots off

Ao thre Threm 3, 4, 5, 6 were prov by M. Fjiwara

6) A. Hurwltz" Jber die Bedingung, unter welcheu eine Gleichung nur Wurzeln
mit negativen reellen Teilen bes|tzt. Math. Ann. 46 0895).

7) M. Fujiwara: Uber die algebralschen Gleichungeu, deren Wurzeln in eimem
Kreise odez in einer Halbebene liegen. Math. Zeita. 24 (1926).


